
GIRL CULTURE PHOTO ESSAY

A new book by photographer Lauren Greenfield reveals the insecurities, dreams and secret rituals of girls. What
emerges is a portrait of two generations growing.

In one picture a strawberry blonde leans against a white trailer in Arizona. A single, dramatically lit
photograph of perfectly circular breasts undergoing surgery reminds us of the growing number of American
women and girls whose quest for physical perfection leads them to intrusive medical procedures. I was
enmeshed in girl culture before I was a photographer, and I was photographing girl culture before I realized I
was working on Girl Culture. These rituals are deeply important to girls, yet they no longer carry a great deal
of emotional weight. This is one of those books that I wish everyone. Despite the important and satisfying
gains women have made in achieving greater access to education, power, and all forms of self-expression,
including sexual, we have a sense of disquiet about what has happened to our girls. Brumberg then asks her
students what kind of physical maintenance their contemporary fashions require. Understanding the dialectic
between the extreme and the mainstreamâ€”the anorectic and the dieter, the stripper and the teenager who
bares her midriff or wears a thongâ€”is essential to understanding contemporary feminine identity. The
stunning photos are amplified by raw personal narratives I got this book after being blown away by
Greenfield's documentary "Queen of Versailles" and realizing that I was already familiar with her work from
her documentary "Thin" which is available on YouTube. Among the affluent mother-daughter sets, good
mothers are fashion models and shopping companions, not comforters or mentors. Greenfield finds beauty in
disquieting and starkly illuminating portraits, which exhibit common motifs of sadness and disillusionment. In
the end, the mirror is the most powerful and consistent visual metaphor in this disquieting photographic essay.
In another interview, a young strip-club worker talks about how she was kicked off of her college sports team
when her fellow male athletes visited the strip club and reported her to her coach the male athletes weren't
punished for patronizing the strip club, but she was thrown off the team for working there. At a toga party, we
observe adolescent boys bonding over the sultry pinups in a slick girlie magazine. These girls know better than
anyone how the culture punishes women for being overweight, but they can't help but relish in being the
slimmest girls at fat camp, which, not coincidentally, makes them the most desired and popular at the camp. A
prepubescent girl mimics the sexualized moves and revealing clothing that she sees on MTV. The book is
mainly pictures, with some paragraphs in the voice of the girls and women pictured. The message in this
collection is about the interaction between the garish commercial culture, which Greenfield knows so
intimately through her work, and the psyches of ordinary girls. Camp is the first time I remember physically
comparing myself to others. The stunning photos are amplified by raw personal narratives from interviews
with the subjects. Shelves: non-fiction I heard about this through a Girl Scout puplication. I have documented
this phenomenon and at the same time explored how this canvas is marked by the values and semiotics of the
surrounding culture. Readers give feedback on stories in the March â€” April issue of L. These interests, my
own memories, and a genuine love for girls, gossip, female bonding, and the idiosyncratic rituals of girl
culture, have fueled this photographic journey over the last five years. Like, in Fast Forward [Greenfield's
book on L. We see no pizza or burgers here, perhaps because food and eating are so problematic for a
generation of girls who attach such a high value to being supremely thin. They also understand that their
power as women will come from their beauty, and that beauty in American culture is defined, increasingly, by
a certain body type displayed in particular ways. The first part of this process was making sense of what I had
been drawn to for years in my photography, the themes and subject matter I visited again and again. In our
current cultural climate, we make little room for the awkwardness and special blooming associated with
pubertal growth and development in girls. Sleep-away camp is supposed to be about getting back to nature and
roughing it, but for me it served as an introduction to the world of the girly girl. On the contrary, cleansing
was an important ritual, and daily group showers were revelatory and embarrassing. In this milieu, some body
projects become exaggerated and even pathological. I was, however, thinking about my chronic teenage
dieting, my gravitation toward good-looking and thin friends for as long as I can remember, and the
importance of clothes and status symbols in the highly materialistic, image-oriented Los Angeles milieu in
which I grew up. While reading all the stories I wondered who I would be, if I would've grown up in a
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different body or environment. What would my beliefs in beauty, A collection of photos and stories,
highlighting different american girls and women and documenting the struggle of being one of them. Today,
as girls mature into adolescence, bodies dominate their emotional landscape more than anything else. Instead,
they involve frenetic forays into the marketplace, worries about what to wear, and a preoccupation with the
pictures that will document the event. Images like these suggest that appearance junkies are made, not born, by
the enormous array of body projects and pressures at large among us. Greenfield is less than sentimental about
the big events of the teenage years. Some of the faces of these girls are utterly unforgettable.


